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Abstract. The complexity of the equivalence problem for several classes of simple programs witk a 
fixecf number of program variablles is investigated. Thz classes are shown to have undecidable,, 
NP-hard, or polynomial-time decidable equivalence problems. 
Intmdurction 
The equivalence problem is known to be intractable or undecidable ven for 
programs written in very simple. programming languages [e.g., 3,6,8,9,, 11,123. For 
example., the inequivalence pro’blem is NP-complete [4, lo] f,or L 1 programs [3,13j 
twhile the equivalence problem is undecidable for &2 programs ill]. (For i 2 0,, Li is; 
the loop language consisting onlly of instructions: x + 0, x + x -t 1, x 4- y, do x . . . endI 
with at most i levels of do nestings [ll].) On the other hand, the eyuivalence problem 
is decidable :in polynomial timle for Lo programs [13]. As another example, the: 
halting problem (and hence also the equivalence problem) is undecidable fc:* 
programs that are restricted to iinstructions of the form x + x + 1, x + x A 1 B if x = 4% 
tlmen gofo 6, and goto r” [12]. The last result hoI& even when the programs are allowed 
to use only two variables [12]. The results of this paper are along this line, i.e., we: 
consider several classes of simple programs with a fixed number of prograanl 
lrariables. The classes are shown to have undecidable, NP-hard,, or polynomial-time: 
decidable equivalence problem:s. 
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Consider ghe programming Eangu jge XL which has the following islstruction set: 
(1) x*-x+1 
(2) x*x-l 
An XL program P is any finite nonempty sequence of instructions of the form (l)-(8) 
the fokwing conditions: 
Nested do’s1 me not permitted. 
The goto’s in instructions of the form (‘1) and (8) can only refer to forward 
labels. 
No ins$ructiion i the scope of a do . . . e;ad construct can ‘be labeled. (The do 
itself can bc labeled.) 
Each program wariabie can hold any nonnegs tiwe integer. Mochfying the variable x 
controlling the dr, x . . . end construct inside the do does not ckrange the number of 
iterations. The if IY = 0 then exit can appear only inside a dlo . . . end construct and it 
causes an exit from the do if x = 0. The program halts after processing its last 
instruction. Two fixed (not necessarily disjoint) sets of program variables are 
designated input v ariables and output variables. 
Before the start of program execution, all noninput variables are initialized to zero 
while the input variables are set to some input values. For XL programs the following 
threz results are known [6]. 
Theorem 1.1, Equkalence of XL programs is W-hard. 
Theorem 1.2. heqxnivaknce of XL programs is in NR. 
Cwolfary 1 .I. E@‘ataCence of XL programs is decidable in 2p’N’ t.ime. 
XL programs that are restricted to instructions of the form (l), (2), (4), and (6) are 
called CL programs (the decidability of the equivalence problem for CL programs 
was first shiown in [ 1) while XL programs that are restricted to instructions of the 
form (l.)-(4) are called SL programs. It is known that every XI, program is 
polynomial-time reducible to an equivalent SL program [6j. In, Section 2, we shall 
show that every SL program is reducible in polynomial-time to an e:quivalent CL 
program. Hence, every XL program is polynomial-ti,me r ducible to an equivalent 
CL program. 
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In Section 3, we shall show that the equivalence problem is NP-hard for the 
following classes of programs (and implicitly also that ihe inequivalence problem is 
NP-complete): 
(a) SL u {if x = 0 then goto I) programs with only ~GVO program variables. 
(b) SL programs with only three program variables. 
(c)) CL progr’ams with only thee prog,ram variables. 
(d) Li progralms with only four program variables. 
(e) Ll- {x + y} programs”. 
(f) SL - {if} programs. 
However, for the following classes off programs the equivalence problem is, shown 
to be decidable in polynomial time (Section 4): 
(a) XL programs with only one program variable. The result holds even when 
restrictions (R2) and (R3) are dropped (of course, do. . . di constructs can be 
entered only through the do’s). 
(b) L1 -{x + 0, x +- y} programs. 
(c) L1 -{x c-y} programs with at most k input variables, for k a fixed positive 
integer. (The total number of program variables is arbitrary.) 
In Section 5 we show that the cqnivalence problem is undecidable for the following, 
classles of programs: 
(a) QL programs with only two program variables, where QL programs csnsist 
only of instructions of the form .x c- x + 1, x + x A 1, do .x . . . cud, if x = 0 then got@ I’ 
and the goto’s in the if instructions can refx to labels anywkre in the program. 
(b) UL- programs with only fhree program variables, wlhere a U L- program is a 
QL program in jwhich each if instruction appears inside 2, do . . . eud construct and it!;< 
label is a forward label in the do containing the if instruction. 
Finally, Section 5 gives an interesting characterization of frrnctions compurable by 
UL programs, where UL is just XL with restriction (R2) removed. 
The features of the programming languages considered in this paper are surf 
marized in Table 1. 
2. The equivalence of SL and CL 
In this section, we show that SL and CL are polynolmially equivalent languages ir’i 
that one can transform any program written in one: 1a;rguage into an equivalent 
program written in the other language in polynomial time. 
Theorem 2.1. Every CL program can be converted into a.vE quivaknt SL program if1 
polyszomial time, and conversely. 
Proof. The polynomial-time recfucibifity of every CL program irno an equivalent Sk 
iprogram follows from the polynomia&time rebucibility of every X progra,m to an 
equivalent SL program [6]. 
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Table 1 
P-Y-..-- ,-_--. _-----_-. -- 
Instruction set Restrictions 
Comments 
XL 
CL 
SL 
sL%J{llf . . got0 I) 
SL-{in 
t1 
h-CJf*-YI 
L,-(X*-d, r:+ y) 
i$ 
RL 
ML 
ML - (goto) 
ZL 
UL 
UL=- 
x x x x x x x x x x x 
x x X X X 
x x x x X 
x x x x x x x x 
x x X X 
X x x x x 
X x x X 
>( X x 
X x x x 
x x X Y x 
x x x x x x x 
at most two levels of do’s 
programs restricted to use only one 
varialble 
x x x x 
x x % 
xxxxxxxx 
xxxxxxxxx 
x x X x x x ; only in!;tru&ions enclosed by 
do... end coilstructs can bre 
labeled. 
For the proof of the other direction it is sufficient o show how a CL program can 
simulate the computation of any segment of the form 
where each cyf consists only of instructions of the form x f-x + 1 and x +-x A 1. 
WJthuus 1~s of generality we may assume that the exizcution of the do. . . end 
segment % terminated by an if statement. ‘The simulation can be done in 3 phases: 
Hzase I. New variables ~1, I , L 9 u, are intn:)duced. Then each Ui is set to contain 
the number of tinajss the ilth if statement is encountered iin the computation of the 
‘da ‘a . . end wlren a.fl the other if statements are elimina!~ecl. 
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This is done as follows.. Denote by Ai the net change in the value of the variable: y, 
between two consecutive xecutions of the ith if statement. If Ai Xl, then the 
ex,ecution ofthe do . . . end segment is terminated by tla3 instruction If yi = 0 then axit 
(disregarding the presence df the other if statemlents) if and only if it did so the first 
time this instruction was encountered. This is because between two consecuuve 
executions of the it11 iif statement, the value in yi inc:reases by at least Ai: the 
instructions yi + yi + 1 increase yi, while some of the instructions yi * yi A 1 may rir0t 
atiect yi (in case yi is already CD when the instructions are encountered). Thus, for :I:he 
calse that Ai 3 0 the variable Ui can be initialized by the code 
Pi 
Ui + bli + 1 
/ki is set to yo in case yi # 0 after the first execution of the ith if !sta*leme:nt// 
do y: 
uj +- y() 
end 
where y: is a new variable and each pj is derived from aj by deleting the i~rstruction!; 
not involving yi and by replacing the instructions l’i +e yi + 1 and yi + .I;I~ 2.1 with 
yi+y:+l and yi+yi A 1, respectively. If on the other hand dr < 0,, ‘rhtem tlx: 
following code will initialize tii to the desired value. 
jwie assume that the pi’s are derived from the aj’s as beft)re. si is the total 
number of instructions in the: code /31 l l a ,;B,+ 1 and p is a new variables 
Yl ‘-Yi 
//simulate the change in yi till the instrucl:ion if yi = 0 then exuit is first 
encountered/ 
01 
Pi 
Ui c- Ui + 1 
/de:termine the effective change in yi after executing the maximum number 
of cycles through t.he instruction if yi = 0 then exit that leaves yi no smaIler 
than si. (This guarantees that yi does not become zero during such a 
computation.)/ 
yj -Si 
codle to compute: v f- - 
t 3 -Ai 
//code of the following form can be used to compute 
v f- 
v e-0 
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112 + I!13 
. 
. 
. 
VA.-’ 6- vA 
vA 4.’ $1’ 
vA @- !)A * 1 
edl 
code fu compute: yi + yi + oAi 
aJde !:o compute: 14i * ui + v 
[at thift; point y: hole!% a value no greater than si -a Ai + l// 
//simulate the computation between two consecutive times the 
ith if statement is encountered, provided, yi is not :let O// 
day: 
p-p’1 
p*-p+I d!P +- n/Y 
end 
dOP 
P, r-k! 
l 
;,+I 
PI . 
ii 
iii +’ llli -t 1 
pep’“1 llP4l 
end 
si-Ai+l 
copies of 
this code 
[if at. tlhis point y i is not 0, then it will not become 0 following any number of 
additional cycles through the instruction if yi = 0 then etit. Thus, in such a 
case IQ is set equal t0 yo// 
do y: 
ui f-, Ji’() 
end 
P~UZ 2. N’CW variables ta 1, . . . , h, are introduced. hi is set to 1 or 0 depending on 
whether or MI: the fth if statement erminates the execution of the do e . . end 
segment. Let u = nlinl,isr {ui}. Then hi is initialized as follwws. 
hi =: 
I 19 
I 
if u = ui and u *<min{uI, . . . , Hi-l}, 
0, otherwise 
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We leave it to the reatder to verify that u and the hi’s CM be computed by ;il CL 
program. 
Phase 3, The variables affected by the simulated CL-code segment are mocliified 
to their new values using code segments of the form 
do hi 
a1 
//simulate the computation before the 
the instruction if yi = 0 thren exit 
is first encountered// . 
ai 
Wi + Ui 
end 
Wi + H’i A 1 
do Wi 
0i-k1 
[simulate wi times the computation between 
two consecutive times the ith if statement 
is encountered/ 
for lsisr, where WI,..., wr are new variables. Note that only the segment 
corresponding to hi = I is entered (i.e. the code simulating the computation when the 
do. . . end seg:ment is terminated by the ith if staitement ). 
3. WP-haad simplified equivalence problems 
Theorem lo1 shows that the equivalence problem fur XL programs is NF-hard. 
This result holds even if the programs are severely restricted as we shall see in this 
section. 
Theorem 3.1. The equivalence problem for SL u {ilf x = C) then goto 1} programs with 
only 2 variabks is NP-hard. TIi?e result holds even if orte of the programs is a fixed 
program that computes the zero function. 
Proof, Let F be a Boolean formalal over n variables x1, . . . , x,, in conjunctive 
normal form, i.e. F is a conjunction of clauses Cl, . . . , Ck with each Ci a disjunction 
of literals (where a literal is a variable xnz (1 G m s n) or its negation 2,). Then an 
SL u {if x = 0 then goto I} program & can be constructed (see [7 j for details) which 
computes the 0 function if aged only if F is not satisfiable. PF will have one 
input/output variable and one auxiliary variable. in input to the program PF 
represents an encodling of an assignment to x 1, . ,, . , X,,, as fOllOwS: Xi, 1 G i s n, iS 
equal to 1 if k;nl!d only if x is divisible by the ith prime number. The ov.t;put of PF for a 
given input is 0 if and only if the formula F is not satisfiable by th.e assignnnent 
encoded in such an input. The size of Z+ as we2 BS the time of constructilorr is
polynom~ial in the size of %he formuk (Mote that by the Prime Number Theorem, the 
sum c& the first n primes is O( n3).) 
Coroilaw 3.1, 7% equivalence problem for XL programs with only 2 variables is 
NP-ha rd. 
Equivalence of XL programs with only 1 varilablc is decidable in polynomial time. 
This is 8 coroky to a stronger esult that is given in Section 4. For St programs, we 
e following theorem whose proof is omitteld (the proof can be found in [S]). 
Th~orarar 3A The equivalence problem for SL programs with only 3 variables is 
NP-ha& 
Theorem 13.2 holds for CL programs. However, the proof is a bit complex because 
of the absermccz of the if x = 0 then exit construct. (This; instruction is replaced by 
x e- y.j We gi\; E the proof since it illustrates an interesting technique. 
Lensnta 3J. Let s be any fixed nonnegative integer arzd x be a variable whose value is 
smaller than 2’. Then, a CL code segment can be written to move circularly one position 
80 the right the s lowest digits in the binary representation ofx. Moreover, the result is left 
in x, the code segment needs only two auxiliary variables and it can be written in time 
whkk is linear in s. 
Roof, A CL program which has the desked propertks and which uses n as 
input/output variable and y alnd z as auxiliary valriables can be constructed (see [6] 
for details) to have the following form: 
Code to compute: (x, y, z) +- ( l&J, [$x1, [$x] ) 
Gode to compute: x + y - s, i.e. set x to 0 if 21 is even and to 1 if u is odd, where v is 
assumed to be the input to the program 
C’odle to compule: y * v +x l 2”, i.e. if v is odd, then append to v the digit 1 on its left 
alnd store the result in y 
Codle to compute: x +- [iy], i.e:. delete the lea!;t significant digit from the binary string 
stored in y and put the result in x 
Theorem 115.3. The equivalence problem for CL programs with only 3 variables is 
MP-hard. Eke result holds even if one of the programs is known to compute the zero 
fhnction. 
F be a Boolean formula over thre n variables x1, . ., . , xn in conjunctive 
rm Kwith clauses Cl, . . o, C++. We sha.ll define a program PF in CL which 
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computes thci: 0 funr:tion if iand only if F is nor satisfiable. PF will have one 
input/output variable x and two auxiliary variables y and z. To simplify our 
description 04t he program, we shall freely use :instructions not in CL, but which can 
be translated into equivalent sequences of CL instructions. Examples are x t- 0% 
x ++ 1, divide (x, y, z ) which computes y + [&cl II z * [&xl and x * 1;~ _I ‘(i shift,(x) 
which for x <c 2” moves circularly one position to the right the s least significant 
digits in the binary representation of x (see Lemma 34, x * x A y, x + 2x and 
x*2”. 
An input (through X) to the program PF is an t:ncoding of an assignment of values 
to Xl, . . . z xn as follows: Xi, 16 i s fz, is equal to the fth least significant digit in the 
binary representation ofthe input. The program begins by checking that the value in 
x is smaller than 2Y lf this is not the case, then PF sets x to 0 (i.e. the program will 
consider the case that x1, . . . , xn are all 0). The following program segment can do 
this task: 
Next, the values of Cl, . . . , C’k are evaluated and stored in the n + lst, . . . , n -t- kth 
least significant positions of X, respectively. It wi,ll be the case that after evaluating 
Ci-1, the n -t (i - 1) -t-j position of x contains zero for all j 2 1. TO compute C’i, its 
literals are first evaluated and stored in X. The value of the fib literal in Ci is 
temporarily s.tored as the n + (i - 1) +jth least significant digit in the binary 
yepresentation of X. Denote by dt the tth least significant digit in the binary 
representation of X. We note that dt = 0 for each t 3 n -I- (i -j) + j. Suppose that the jth 
literal in Ci involves the variable x,,,. Then the following code segment replsclcs 
d n+(i-l)+i by the va!rbae of the jth literail in Ci. 
//set x to equal 0. . . 10 dm--l . . . d2dldnt(i-.l)+i. . . dm+~d,,J/ 
shift n+(i-l)+i(X)} m -_ 1 times 
//compute .)I+- [$x1, 2: + !ix I// 
divide (x, y, z) 
X 4” X + y 
Iset y to the value of xJ/ 
y +- y - 1 
[set y equal to $A/ ’ 
24 
do jv 
z4-z&l 
yriyq 
end1 
do z 
Y+-Y+l 
end 
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to be included if 
anc! only if the jth 
literal in Cj is &. 
[set d,, W- t)+i to equal yl/ 
y+y4} (n+(i-l)+j)-(m-l)times 
X+-X-+y 
Imove circularly the n + (i - 1) + j least significant 4igitq in the binary 
representation of x to their proper positions// 
shift ,~+~j-~~,.i(x)} (pt 9 (i - 1) + j) - (m - 1) times 
Once the values of the liberals of Ci have been stored in x then Ci can also be 
evaluabed. The following program segment assumes Ci has 4 literals whose values 
are stored as the n + (i - 1) + lst, n + (i - 1) + 2nd, . . e , i*t + (i - 1) + qth digits, 
respectively, in the inary representation of x. The program segment evaluates Ci 
and stores its value in x while deleting the values of its literals from x. To evaluate Ci, 
the n c (i - 1) + 4 + 1st least significant digits in the binary representation of x are 
circularly n +- (i - 1) positions to the right. This causes th.e value of the literals 
of c’i to become the 4 least significant digits in the binary representation of x. The 
4 + 1st least significant digit is 0. Thus, by adding 2’ - 1 to w the 4 + 1st least 
significant digit in x becomes 1 if and only if at least one of the literals of Ci is 1, i.e, if 
and only if Ci is 1. Moreover,, only the l~ + ist least significant digits in the binary 
representation of x can be affected by such an addition. 
[evaluate Ci/ 
Shiftn+(i-l)*q+l(X)) n + (i - 1) times 
)‘+I 
y4-2q-l 
x+x3-y 
//ddete the q least significant digits from the binary 
representation of xJI 
dividle (x, y, z )} 4 times 
/move the value of Ci to be in the n + ith least significant 
digit of the binary representation of X[ 
shift,,+i(x) 
Finally, when thq values of (~1, . . . , Ck: are stored as the IZ -t- lst, . . . #, n + kth least 
sigrtificant digits, respectively, in the binary representation of x they can then be used 
to evskte F. Ike following doer; so by setting x to 0 if and only if at least one of the 
C’,‘s is 0 (i.e. if !and only if F’ is not satisfied). 
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divide (x, y, z)) n times 
.X + _I: -I- 1 
divide (x, y, z)} k times 
The proof technique in Theorem 3.1 can also be used to show that the equivalence 
problem for programs in the loop language J2r with only 4 variables is NP-hard. 
(Recall that for i > 0, Li is the loop language consisting only of instructions: x c 0, 
x+x+1, x*:9, do.. . end with at most i levels of do nestings [ll].) It has been 
shown in 133 that the equivalence problem for .Lr-programs is NP-hard. However, 
the restriction to 4 variables is new. 
Theorem 3.4., The equivalence problem for Ll-progtams with only 4 mriables is 
NP- hard. 
Proof. Let I; be a Boolean formula over n variables xl,. . . , xn in conjunctive 
normal form with clauses Cl, . . . ,, Ck. We shall define a program & in LI which 
computes the zero function if and only if F is not satisfiable. PF will have one input 
variable, x, one output variable, y9 and two auxihary varisbles, z and w,. 
First, we define a program segment (Y : 
\ 
.Z+O 
do Y 
.z+.z+l 
end 
da, z ) a 
Z+X 
end 
X&Z 
y + 01 i 
Uearly, the program segment cr, has the following propertees: 
(a) If Y = 0 at the start of cy, then at the end of (Y: y = z r= x = 0. 
(b) If Y = 1 at the start of (Y, then at the end of a: y = 0, x is unchanged and z =x. 
Next, we construct for each clause Ci, a program segment Pci. The complete 
program PF will have the form: 
lsets x to a positive integer// 
//sets y to l// 
’ PF 
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Each fc6 (1 s i s k) will have the folllowin,g properties: 
t,cj If y = z = x = 0 at the start of PC,, thlen at the end of PC, : y := x = 0. Hence, by 
(a), if y = 0 at the start of program segment comprising (Y followed by Pci, 1 s i G k, 
then at the end of PC‘ : y = x =: 0. 
(d) Suppose y = 0 and z = x f fb at the start of I?ci. Let d&_* l 1 0 dl be the binary 
representation of x. For 1 S m S n, let 
i 
0, if d,,, =O, 
&=: 
1, otherwise, 
Then at the end of PC,: y = I if and only if Ci is satisfied for the given values of 
Xl **S’S xn. #Pci has the form 
where the code for each QI? depends on the cases defined below ({I, l l . , lq are htemls 
Of clause Cj)e 
Casr? 1. Zi =: x,,,. Then O,, is given by 
w +L x 
w-la 
//if y = 1, then set w tot Q/ 
do y 
WC-0 
end 
//if x + 0 and y = 0 (i.e. w # 0), then set z ts equal d,.& - . l dd/ 
do w \ 
We2 
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CkY;e 2. Z/ = ,& Then &,, is obtained from O,, by replacing the first instruction 
w + x by the program code. 
1 m-l times 
llf i x = 0, then set w to 0; otherwise set w to the integer 
value corresponding to the binary string d: l 4 l &,,d,,-~ l l l . dl, 
TWhere d: 0 l . d& is obtained from d, l 0 l d,,, by adding the value 1,‘1 
$0X 
zK?+l 
era&I 
w+o 
dox 
Wet 
The next result was imp?licitly shown in [3] (see also [7]). A similar proof a!~ holds 
for Corollary 3.2 below. 
Thesrem 3.5. The equivalence problem for L1 - {.Y SC- y} programs is W-hard. 
Corollszy 3.2. Z’?ze quivc~lence problem for SL-{if} programs (i.e., programs using 
only instruct;ions: a + x + 1, x t- x A 1, do x . . . end) Ls WP-hard. 
4. Polynomial-time solvctable equiwlence problems 
In the proof of Theorem 3.5, the input variables of the program PF are exactly the 
variables of the formula F. Thus, the number of jnput!, grows with thle formula size. In 
contrast o Theorem 3.5, we can show that the equivaknce problem for LI - (:I + y} 
programs is solvable in pcrlyne~ial time if the number of input variables is fixed. 
(Note, however, that there is pclo restriction on the total number of program 
variables.) 
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We need the following lemma which is of independent interest: 
Lemma 4.1. The equivalence problem for Ll - {x * 0, x + y ) programs is solvable in 
litlear time on a random access machine. 
Let P be a Iprogram in L1 which uses only instructions: x CF- x’+ 1 and 
Box... en& Let xl,. . . ,xn, and ~1,. . . , ynz be the input variables and output 
variables, respectivelay. Clearly each yi can uniquely be written as a linear combina- 
tion of the input variables, i.e. yi = aj,xl + l l l + ainlxnl -i& i = I, 2, . . . , n2, where 
ai,, l e e 9 aim,* hi are nonnegative integer constants., The expressions can be derived in 
linear time on a random access machine (by induction starting from the first 
instruztian of the program). Now, given two programs PI and P2 with compatible 
input/output, we can find the expressions for their output variables and check if they 
are equivalent. The time complexity is clearly linear in the sum of the sizes of PI and 
Pt* 
Theorem 4.1. Let k be a fixed positive integer. The eq *ivalence problem for L1 - 
(x + y 3 programs with at most k input variables is solvable in polynomial time. 
Prwf, Let P be a program in L1 ---ix + y} with A G k input variables: x1, . . . , x,~. For 
each ir?put variable xi, define its initial status bl,* 
II, 
” = I 0, 
if Xi is set to a positive value initially, 
otherwise. 
s = (St, . . . , sn ) is called an initial status vector. Let y 1, . . . , y, be the output 
variables of P. For a given initial status vector s = ( sl, * . . , sR), obtain (in polynomial 
time) unique expressions for the output variables as in Lemma 4.1, i.e. 
)“i = l.li,Xi, + l ’ l 4” ai,Xi, + b., i=2,... ,m; 
t S 0, ai,, . . . 4 ac,, bi are nonnegative integers, 1 G il< l . l < it s n, and Si, = Si2.z 
‘..Z 
Si, = I. In\ the inductive derivation of yi (starting from the first instruction of P), 
we need to know whether or not a $0 x . . . end construct is entered, i.e. whether or 
not x has a positive value. We can easily determine this if we know the initial status 
vector. Since there are 2” status vectors, there are at most 2” sets of expressions for 
the output variables. These sets of expressions can be obtained in O(2” l N) time on a 
random access machine, where N = length of the program. Clearly, two L1 -- (x * y) 
programs PI and P2 with n <I; input variables and compatible input/output 
variables are equivale if their corresponding sets of output expressions are 
idertical for each initiai status vector. The result follows since the time complexity of 
this procedure k Q(2ck(A’~ + Nz)j, Ni = length of program Pi. 
In Section 3 we showed thage the equivalence problem for two-variable XL 
programs is NP-hard. For one-variable XL programs, equivalence is decidable in 
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polynomial time. This follows from a stronger theorem concerning a claqs of 
programs, KL. 
Notation. Let RL be <the class of one-variabk programs which ;,-an only use 
instructions of the-form x f- 0, x + x + 1, x * x -L 1, goto I, if x = 0 ‘then goto I, arid 
dox... end. I can be a forward or backward label and can appear inside or outside a 
do construct. No nesting of do’s is allowed and a do . . . end construct can only be 
entered through the do. Note that an RL progrzlm may not halt for some inputs. 
Theorem 4.2. The equivalence problem for RL programs is decidable in polynomial 
time. 
Proof. The plroof consists of showing that two KL programs are equivalent if and 
only if their outputs agree for all inputs no greater than some polynomial in the size of 
the programs being considered. In addition, the output for each RL program and 
each input can be determined in time which is polynomial irt thie program length 
and input value. The details of the proof (which is long) are omitted aflc;l can be 
found in [7]. 
5. Simplified undecidable equivalence problems 
Theorem 4.2 is best possible in that if we allow 2 variables, the halting problem 
becomes undecidable [3 21, even without the do x . . . end construct. This result (see 
[ 121) is stated in Theorem 5.1 below. 
Definition. Denote by ML the programming lalnguage whiich has the following 
instruction set {x +- x + 1, x + x - 1, if x = 0 then goto I,, goto I), where backward 
labels can appear in the goto’s. 
Theorem 5.1. The halting problem for 2-variable ML programs is undeciddble. The 
result holds even if the variables are initially set to zero. 
Corollary 5.1. The halting problem for 3-variable ML --(gsto 1) programs is 
undecidable. The result holds even if the variables are iqitiatly set to 0. 
Corollary is.1 shows that the goto 1 instruction can be removed at the cost cf 
introducing an extra variable. The ,lext theorem shows another way. 
Theorem 5.2. The halting problem for 2-variable QL programs is undecidable, The 
result holds even if the variables are initially set to’ zero. 
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proof. By Theorem 5.1, it is sufficizat o show how we can construct a 2-variable QL 
program P’ to simulate {the computation of a 2-variable program P using only 
instructions of the form x + x + 1, x c- .x A 1, if x = 0 then got0 II eiae goto Z2. 
Let x and y be the variables of 1). The variables of P’ are u and v. P’ will simulate 
ezch stkz* r3’ ,-f f, and at the end of the simulation of a step, 14 (or v) will contain an 
S>teger of the form 2’3’ where i’ and j’ are the current vtilues of x and y, respectively. 
The other variable will carntain 0. 
Thus, P’ starts with the: instruction: 
u e- u + 1 //set iw to 2” 3” = ‘2’3’ = l// 
We now describe how the instructions of P can be coded. Assume without loss of 
generality that u contains 2,x3y and 11 contains 0: 
(a) x c- x + 1 is coded as 
do u 
tttP!-P 
v*v+l 
end 
Ib) if x = 0 then goto II else goli:ol H; is coded as 
/If i u = 1 then gotoi &// 
do u 
v*v+l 
end 
do u 
v*v-“l 
it v =0 then gots II 
v+v+l 
end 
do v 
v+v-1 
end 
S 
dou 
u+u-1 
v+v+l 
if ti = 0 then got0 II 
U-u-1 
V-H-1 
if u = 0 then gota, I2 
end 
(c) x +x - 1 is coded as 
S 
dOV 
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u+u+l 
if 2~ = 0 then goto II 
end 
The instructions y + y + 1, y, y + y A 1, and if y = 0 then goto II else goto 12 are 
coded similarly. 
In XL programs, labels are forward and can occur only outside do. *. end 
constructs. If we allow forward jumps inside do . . . crud constructs, we get the 
programming language which wz called WL. For LJL, the equivalence problem is 
undecidable. (It is obvious that UL progralmsN always halt.) In fact, we can prove the 
undecidability result for a subset of UL programs. The proolf uses an idea from [%I. 
Recall that UL- ihas the following instruction set {x 4-- x +- 1, x c- x A 1, do x . . . end, 
iif x = 0 then gotol I}, where each if instruction appears inside a do . , . en 
and its label is a forward label in the do containing the if instruction. 
Theorem 5,3. The equivalence problem for 3-variable IL- programs is undecidable. 
The result holds even if one of the programs is the fixed program that compui’es the re1.o 
function. 
Proof. Let PI be a 2-variable ML program. ‘We show how one can construct a 
program P4 iu UL- with input/output variable x and auxiliary variables y amrf z 
satisfying: P4 outputs 0 for all inputs if and only if PI does not halt on x = y =: 0,. The 
result would then follow from Theorem 5.1. The construction of P4 is given in three 
steps. 
Step 1. Given PI, construct an ML program P2 with input variable x and auxiliary 
variable y as follows: 
II: x+x&l 
if x = 0 then goto 12 
if y = 0 then goto II
12: - 
Without loss of generality, assume that the labels of instructions in P2 are II, . . . , I,, 
(for some integer nz). Pi is P’, relabeled so that its tirst instruction is labeled kz and all 
other instructions use labels Z3, . . y, P2 does not halt for :any input if and 
only if PI does not halt on x = y = 0. 
Step 2. Construct from & a program Ps with input variable x, output variable z 
and auxiliary variable y as follows (ho, . . . 5 h, are new labels): 
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dox 
zc-2+1 
end 
do z 
ifr =O then goto hl 
Zc-Z-4 
if z = 0 then goto h12 
if z = 0 then goto rb,, 
-----I 
I 8 . . 
-) 
if z = 0 then goto lzo 
h,,: t+~+l 
h l zc-zfl m _- 1’ 
hl: z+rfl 
ho: end 
Pi is Pz modified as folliows: 
ia’; Replace instructions of the form goto ji by if z = 0 then goto rCti* 
(b, Replace instructions of the form if x = 0 then goto li by if x = 0 then gets hi. 
Clearly, P3 outputs z > 0 for all inputs if and only if PI does not halt on x = y = 0. 
S&Q-J 3. Construct from iP., the program R4 with input/output variable x and 
auxiliary variables y and z as follows: 
-b 
dox 
x+x-l IX =O/ 
end 
x+x-t-l Ilx=l11 
doz 
x+x4 
end 
Then Pb outputs 0 for all inputs if and mly if PI does not halt on x = y = 0. 
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Let ZL be the language XL without the restrictions (IRl), (lR2) and (lX3). Although 
ZL is computationally equivalent o ML (both compute xactly the partial recursive 
functions [1.2]), ZL programs run much faster than ML programs. Our last result 
gives an interesting characterization of functions computable by LJL programs in 
terms of a subset of ZL computable functions. Its proof (which is similar to the one 
given in the proof to Theorem 5.3) is omitted here and can be found in [7]. 
Theoasem 5.4. The following statements are equivalent for a rizcirrsive function 
fbl , . . . , xu): 
(a) f is computable by a UL program ; 
(b) f is computable by a ZL program whose (?xecutioM time is linear in x1 + l l l + x,,. 
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